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APPENDIX

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ,
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-285/91-04 Opera.Ing License: OPR-40

Docket: 50-285

Licensee: Omaha Public Power District (OPPD)
444 South 16th Street Mall
Mail Stop 8E/EP4
Omaha, Nebraska 68102-2247

Facility Name: Fort Calheen Station (FCS)

Inspection At: FCS Site, Fort Calhoun, Washington County, Nebraska

Inspection Conducted: February 25 through March 1, 1991

.

'a 55 dia ~D 3-/4-9/Inspector:
C hoick.etspn,y.E.,SeniorEIatation

:

'0 ate
Specda Qsy Radful_ogical Protection a M
Emergency Preparedness Section

1]A(. M j
~~,Mirray',~ Chief {, jk M kApproved:
B. Radiolpgical Protection and Date

Emergency Preparedness Section

In.spect*on Summary

Inspection Conducted February 25 through March 1, 1991 (Report 50-285/91-04)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of portions of the licensee's
radiatic'n protection (RP) program including , ganization and management
controls, training and qualificati;ns, activities for maintaining occupational
exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), and external radiation
controls.

Results: Within the area inspected, the inspector identified no violations or
a deviations. The radiation protection (RP) program had an adequate staff,

without heavy reliance on contract personnel, and a very low turnover rate for
the past year. Quality Assurance (QA) audit teams incit.ded technical experts,
and conducted audits which were comprehensive and performance based. The
corporats RP organization provided technical assistance and maintained
oversicht. Overall, management appeared to adequately support the RP program.
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Training for general employees and radiation protection technicians was good.
The licensee provided RP technicians with current events training and specific
trair.ing addressing radiation hazards associated with the various systems. The
licensee also provided supervisors training in their field of expertise by
allowing supervisors to attend professional meetings and seminars. Individuals
met qualification req"irements and a high percentage of the eligible RP
technicians were regietered by the National Registry of Radiation Protection
Technolegists(NRRPT).

The ALARA representatives performed adequate reviews on design changes,,

l procedure changes, and specif'ad maintenance wo d requests. The licensee had
programs for hot spot and stellite reduction and was considoring other means of
source term reduction. The ALARA suggestion program was successful and
received management support Total radiation exposure for 1990 was

i 276 peren-rem whi:h was wichin the licensee's established goal,
i

TF,1 ar ,ae had state of the art dosimetry equipment and adequate staff and|

! procede *s. The licensee took actions to correct a previously identified
| pr obis- "scussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-285/89-04, concerning the. .

j $.:,imury records,
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DETAILS

1.- -Persons Contacted

OPPD-

*W|:G| Gates Division Manager, Nuclear Operations
*R. L. Andrews,- Division Manager, Nuclear Services- 1

M. S. Bankson, Radiological'' Health Coordinator
Dc J._ Brown, Dosimetry Records Technician ,

T. Brown,.RP Technician Instructor
*J; W. Chase, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
A. G. Christensen, RP Operations Supervisor-

*G. Cook, Nuclear Licensing Engineer
*F. F. Franco,' Manager,' Radiological Services

.

*J. K. Gasper, Manager, Training
-S. W. Gerbers, Health Physicist
R. haug, Supervisor, Chemistry and RP Training - ,

*

R.'P. Hodgson, Radiological Operations Coordinator
*L. T. Kusek,- Manager, Nuclear- Safety Review Group
*0.-.L. Lovett,~ Supervisor,-RP
*W. W. Orr,-Manager, QA/ Quality Control (QC)
*T. L. Patterson, Manager, FCS
R. Reno,'RP-Technician Instructor

SA. W Richard," Assistant Manager,'FCS
L. D. Sills, QA. Auditor

'K. E.-Steele, Surveillance and-ALARA Coordinator
R. J. Sexton; Supervisor, Radiological-Health and Engineering

*M.~;A. Tesar, Supervisor, Technician and Radiation Training
.M. Uh_ land, Supervisor, Radiation Orientation and Emergency Preparedness

;&

*R. P. Mullikin,~ Senior Resident Inspector
T.~ Reis, Resident Inspector

-The dnspector also interviewed other licensee personnel during the course-,

of :the __ inspection.-
,

~* Denotes those present|at the exit meeting onfMarch'1, 1991.

2. Followup'on~ Previous Inspection Finding

-(Closed)-Open Item (285/8904-03): Inadequate Personnel Exposure History - i
This _ item was previously.-discussed in NRC Inspection: Report- 50-285/89-04

-

and involved a licensee-identified violation of .10 CFR 20,101(b)(3), where
.

-Lindividuals exceeded 1.'25_ rem :per calendar' quarter without a complete
, exposure history on-file. The-licensee-conducted an audit of the !

dosimetry records-to determine the extent of the problem and to devise a
plan of-corrective action. The licensee found that, of~the active files,-

.
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75 percent of the NRC Form Ss required corrective actions and
85 individuals were found to have exceeded the 1.25 rem per quarter
exposure limit. Of the inactive files, 25 percent of the NRC Form 5s
required corrective action and 272 individuals exceeded the 1.25 rem per
quarter limit. No one had exceeded 3 rem in any quarter.

The inspector verified that the licensee obtained radiation histories from
current employees and implemented procedures to ensure it receives
sufficient information to comply with 10 CFR 20.101(b), 20.102(a), and
20.102(b) from individuals requesting personnel dosimetry. The inspector
also verified that exposure notifications were sent to terminated
individuals, in compliance with 10 CFR 20.409. The licensee's actions
were considered adequate to address this area.

3. Organization and Management Centrols (83750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's organization and management controls
to determine compliance with Technical Specification (TS) 5.2 and
agreement with the commitments in Chapter 12 of the Updated Safety -

Analysis Report (USAR).

The licensee's RP organization had three parts; RP Operations,
Radiological Health and Engineering, and Radioactive Waste Operations. (A
deth;1ed review of the radioactive waste operations organization will be
performed during a separate NRC inspection.) The inspector reviewed the
staffing as shown on the licensee's organizational chart dated-
February 26, 1991, and noted that RP consisted of 61 members. RP
Operations had 14 RP technicians, one of which was a contract technician.
Turnover rate during 1990 was less than 10 percent. One professional left
the licensee's employ; three technicians took positions in the training
department.

The inspector reviewed position descriptions for RP and determined that
they were adequate, detailing sufficiently the qualification requirements
and responsibilities.

The licensee had a prescribed line of succession, General Order 90-08, to
indicate the individuals designated as alternates for various supervisory
positions. The inspector noted that the supervisor of RP was beginning
technical staff training (which covers reactor physics and systems) for
3 months and the first alternate, the supervisor of Radiological Health
and Engineering, would soon be terminating employment. The RP supervisor
stated that he would still be spending time at the plant to review the RP
program and that the supervisor of RP Operations would be serving in an
acting capacity as necessary.

The inspector reviewed QA audits and surveillances and noted that the
audit teams included individuals with technical expertise in the RP area.
The latest audit team also included an RP technical expert from another
site. Audits appeared to be comprehensive and performance based.

.
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Responses to findings by the RP program were technically correct and made '

in a timely manner. '

The inspector interviewed members of the corporate radiation- protection
program concerning.the program's relationship to the site.RP department.
The corporate group provided independent reviews and assessments, as well
as technical assistance. Some of the responsibilities of the corporate RP |
program were: maintaining the radioactive material licenses for OPPD, !

providing~ support for spent fuel' shipments supporting-the low level I

radioactive waste and transportation program, preparing long term
collective dose assessments to determine dose trends for=ALARA planning,

_

and recommending revisions to_ radiation protection policies. The-
inspector reviewed selected examples of assessments performed of RP
activities and noted that they provided good recommendations for program
improvement.

_

.The-inspector reviewed radiological occurrence reports (RORs) and noted I
that the majority, 272 out of 386 reports written 1n 1990, dealt with |personnel _ or clothing contaminations. The system did not prioritize.the 1

- .

handling _of the events. Trending of the occurrences was' performed ~ based
on. type of event and root cause;: however, the choices of root causes under _
which to categorize events were limited. Consequently,- according to
-licensee _ representatives, if the root cause didJnot reasonably fall into

,

the, preselected categories,- it;wasilisted as "Other,'' allowing the.
- significance-of the event to be-lost. Licensee represetatives stated
- that they are reviewing the use of RORs and plan to refine the program to +

make it-a more meaningful management tool. ' y

The inspector reviewed-the'following procedures, policy statements,-und
_

documents associated'with-this area of inspection:

Radiol'gical Assessment Procedure, Revision 1-SEI-24E _ o

PED-QP-34 Radiological Support Program, Revisio_n 0
PP-J-1 Radiation' Protection Program Coordinating Group,

Revision 2

~ 0A Audit Reports

'

. RadiationiProtection and ALARA.- 1990
- Radiation Protection and ALARA,-1991

~

~ QA Surveillance Reports

90-0QA-048- -Radwaste Controlsf(Refueling)'
..90-00A-083 Respiratory Protection
90-00A-092- Steam Generator Jumping / Eddy Current Testing

~
,

90-00A-097 HP Refuel _ing Activities-
90-00A-116- Radiation Work-Permits /ALARA-
.90-0QA-225 -- Dosimetry

- 90-00A-233. Radiological Instrumentation-

'
90-0QA-229 Radiological Operations-

~

No violations or deviations were identified.
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4. Training and Qualifications (83750)
H

The inspector-reviewed the training program for radiation protection
-

workers-and'RP technicians and the qualifications-of RP technicians to
determine-. compliance with TS 5.3 and 5.4_ and 10 CFR 19.12, and agreement-
with :the-commitments in Chapter 12 of the USAR and the recommendations in
Regulatory Guides (RGs) 8.8, 8.10, 8.13, 8.27, and 8.29.

The inspector reviewed lesson plans and student handouts for radiation
worker training and respiratory protection training and determined that
they.were adequate. The-inspector reviewed a video presentation-of
accelerated general employee orientation and, likewise, found it to be

. adequate. --Training representatives stated-that the radiation protection-
orientation training received good management support. The inspector
noted that adequate tra;qing facilities were available. Two instructors
were assigned to. conduct radiation protection orientation which appeared
adequate to. handle the workload in thi: >rea.

The inspector interviewed RP technician training instructors and .

determined that-they maintained their RP technician qualifications by
working in the plant during outages. The training department assigned
adequate manpower for RP technician training in that three full time
instructors were providing training in-this area.

The-inspector noted that the licensee addressed specific radiation hezards
associated with various plant systems during systems training.
Instructors with operational experience covered most of the objectives in-

the course, with the RP technician instructors addressing the remaining . E
' sections on radiation hazards associated with the specific systems. The l

' licensee supplemented this training-with "HP' Industry Events," training.-

,

The inspector observed'a training session which included a review of NRC ]Information Notice 88-63, "High Radiation Hazards From Irradiated Incore
-

Detectors and Cables," and NRC Information Notice 90-66, " Incomplete
0 raining and Drying of Shipping-Casks," as well as-other industry
information. The RP; instructor appeared well prepared and knowledgeable
and made a-good presentation.

Instructors had' access to an adequate library of technical references and
the' licensee had a? system of routing incoming information to keep the
instr. ors current on items of interest.- The instructors stated that,-on
occas- , securing adequate space for RP technician training presented a
-probl-

'

.

-.The. inspector noted.that the licensee had a very high percentage of
individuals registered'(certified) by the NRRPT~. Licensee representatives-
stated that approximately:85 percent of those1 eligible, in RP and other

,

departments, were registered. The licensee supported the professional 4

advancement of' the individuals with a program of incentives and special
training.
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Resumes of RP technic'ians were mainta'ned by the training department. The- i
-inspector reviewed-selected examples of the resumes and determined that--

the individuals met qualification requirements.

The licensee used a screening examination to aid in the selection of
qualified contract RP technicians. The inspector reviewed copies of the
exam aations and determined that they were adequate screening tools.

No violations or deviations were identified.

5. Maintaining Occupational Exposure ALARA (83750j

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program to maintain occupational
exposure ALARA to determine compliance with requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c);
and recommendations of RG 8.8 and 8.10.

Through resume-review and interview, the inspector determined that the
newly assigned ALARA coordinator, although having extensive experience in
RP, had-received no formal ~ALARA training. . The inspector discussed with -

licensee representatives at the exit meeting the benefits of such
training.

The inspector interviewed ALARA representatives and determined that their-
duties included preparation of radiation work permits and reviews of
design' changes, procedure changes, and maintenance work requests projected
to exceed 1 rem, cumulative exposure.~ In order to keep abreast of-

upcoming maintenance activities, an ALARA representative routinely
attended meetings in which the projected work schedule work was discussed.

The ALARA coordinator not-only has the responsibility for trending
ROR-related information for ALARA use, but also the responsibility of
-_ investigating-the occurrences, determining the root causes, and proposing
corrective actior , :Although the~ inspector did not observe any problems-

during this inspn . ion, he-did note that the added responsibilities may~
impact the tim; or the ALARA coordinator.

j

The inspector reviewed the licensee's 1990~ ALARA~ gcals and ALARA package j
summaries. -The exposure goals and results-for the past 5 years are listed !

belowi The inspector reviewed selected examples of-ALARA packages and |
:noted.that they included adequate checklists, estimates of projected H-

man-hurs required to accomplish the work, radiation survey information, . '

- radiation exposure _ projections, post- job evaluations, and lessons learned ;

from previously4 accomplished, similar work. The inspector noted that the ;-

' details included in prejob briefings were not included in the packages. .|The inspectoCdiscussed with the licensee's representatives the benefit of- =!
including this information as part of the ALARA package, as a management '

tool, to ensure that the briefings were comprehensive,s
y

The~ inspector determined that the- ALARA suggestion program received.
approximately 30 suggestions in 1990. ~The good response-was due, in;part,

+* to tangible = incentives given to participants and public acknowledgement |of

*

-
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accepted suggestions. ALARA representatives stated that 15 of the
suggestions had been implemented, with the rest being evaluated by the
engineering department or awaiting implementation during the next outage.

The licensee had an active " hot spot" reduction program, with
approximately 30 areas of high radiation levels being eliminated in 1990,
9dditionally, the licensee had an ongoing program to reduce the amount of
stellite introduced into the primary system. Still under consideration
were programs for chemical shock and increased filtration. The inspector
discussed with licensee representatives at the exit meeting the benefits
of the ALARA staff establishing good coordination and communications with
the chemistry department in order to implement a comprehensive ALARA
program,

5-Year Exposure History (in Person Rem)

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Fort Calhoun 74 388 272 93 276
National Pressurized 390 371 336 292 ---

Water Reactor
Average

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. External Exp9sure Control (83724)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's external' control program to
determine compliance with TS 5,11'and the requirements of 10 CFR 20.101,
20.102, 20.105, 20,202, 20,401, and 20.408.

The inspector interviewed licensee representatives responsible for
implementing the personnel dosimetry program and determined that the
program has been accredited in Categories I through VIII by the National
Volentary Laboratory Accreditation Program until January 1 1992. The
inspector noted that the licensee had state of the art dosimetry equipment
and detercined that the licensee had implemented an adequate internal QA
program for the dosimetry devices. As part of the QA program, the
licensee performed monthly irradiations of sample dosimeters and verified
the dosimeters provided the expected results. A similar program was
performed quarterly utilizing the services of a vendor, Dosimetry
technicians had received vendor training on dosimetry concepts,
techniques, and procedures.

The inspector also interviewed individuals responsible for maintaining
personnel monitoring records and reviewed selected records as discussed in
paragraph 2.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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7. Exit Meeting

The inspector met with the resident inspector and the licensee's
representatives denoted in paragraph 1 at the conclusion of the inspection
on March 1, 1991, and summarized the scope and findings of the inspection
as presented in this report. The licensee did not identify as proprietary
any of the materials provided to, or reviewed by, the inspector during the
inspection.
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